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Economic data  
 

Housing market. Property portal Rightmove recorded the greatest excess of demand over supply over the past 

ten years this month, apparently in response to the extension of the Stamp Duty holiday deadline, and pushing 

up the average price of property coming to market by 0.8% to £321,064 (link). The number of potential buyers 

enquiring on the portal in the month is up 34% Y/Y to a record high and sales have been agreed for almost two 

out of three properties on agents’ books. The number of sales agreed for the first week in March +12% Y/Y 

despite a shortage of available stock. This appears to have spurred early signs that more owners are now 

marketing their properties, spurred by incentives and lockdown easing.  
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The time to sell properties declined slightly between January and February (below, left) but the Y/Y 

comparison, stripping out seasonality, saw a reversal of the rate of decline nationally, and an outright increase 

in London (below, right) - possibly reflecting slow progress through the valuation and legal process. 

 

 

Architectural workload. The strongest improvement in outlook for architects’ housing-related work propelled 

the profession’s expectations to the highest reading since the onset of the pandemic, according to the latest 

RIBA Future Trends survey for February, one of the industry’s longer-term indicators (link). The headline index 

(% of respondents predicting increases minus those expecting falls) for total workload expectations rose to a 

net +17 in February, following a reversal to +3% in January, possibly reflecting jitters at the end of the Brexit 

transition period (below, left). However, the rise during the month was entirely due to the strong showing in 

Housing (+29, a new high since the pandemic set in and the eighth consecutive month in growth territory) 

while Commercial Public and Community registered balances of -2, -1 and -6 respectively. Apart from January, 

all three have been consistently negative since the initial shock of the first lockdown subsided in mid-2020.  

https://www.architecture.com/knowledge-and-resources/resources-landing-page/future-trends-survey-2021


 

 

In other news …  
 

Build costs. Demand for skilled labour on building sites rebounded strongly last month, with average weekly 

earnings for self-employed trades rising by 6.1% last month after a fall in January, ConstructionEnquirer.com 

(link). According to the industry’s biggest employer of subcontractors, Hudson Contract, which has a large 

exposure to the housebuilding sector, the biggest rises regionally were in the North East (+10.6% M/M, +0.5% 

Y/Y) with only Wales showing a monthly decline (-1.8%, +6.1). Rises in London were comparatively muted 

(+3.0%, -3.7%). Self-employed trades people working for steel and timber frame erectors saw biggest rises, 

with weekly earnings growing by 17% to £934 in February, followed by joiners (+13%, £1,038) and electricians 

(+13%, £1,088). Viewpoint: This supports individual company comments and anecdotal evidence of inflation 

gathering, albeit focused on specific materials (for instance, c. 50% increases for structural steelwork) and 

regions - a trend to keep tabs on in the months ahead.    

 

Development. A Birmingham developer has submitted plans for world’s first carbon neutral skyscraper, to 

provide nearly 1 million sq ft of mixed-use space in the city, ConstructionEnquirer.com (link). Woodbourne 

Group has put the masterplan of its ambitious scheme consisting of three residential blocks and an office 

building out to consultation. The built-to-rent tower will stand 53 storeys high, making it Birmingham’s tallest 

building at 172m. The purpose-built student accommodation will be 41 storeys and the co-living 14 storeys 

tall. Proposals also include nearly 130,000 sq ft of office, R&D and life science space, shops, over 15,000 sq ft 

of leisure space and improved public realm including walking and cycling routes. 

 

https://www.constructionenquirer.com/2021/03/12/strong-demand-for-labour-drives-self-employed-earnings/
https://www.constructionenquirer.com/2021/03/15/plan-unveiled-for-worlds-first-carbon-neutral-skyscraper/
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